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FIERCE, New York, NY
FIERCE is a membership-based organization building the leadership and power of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) youth of color in New York City. We develop politically conscious
leaders who are invested in improving ourselves and our communities through youth-led campaigns,
leadership development programs, and cultural expression through arts and media. FIERCE is dedicated
to cultivating the next generation of social justice movement leaders who are dedicated to ending all
forms of oppression.
Ana Conner, FIERCE Member
Ana has been a member of FIERCE since 2010 and was introduced to FIERCE through an LGBTQ group
at school. Ana is a major nerd for the movement, dedicating both her school life and activist mischief to
social justice and liberation of all peoples! This year, Ana was the National Fellow at FIERCE and took up
leadership to organize the Connect Our Roots Summit along with the National Team! Ana is also
interested in education reform and organizing around student issues. Ana likes camping, socks, books
and coffee.
Lee Jimenez, FIERCE Member
Lee has been a member of FIERCE since 2008 after attending a FIERCE event at NYC's LGBT Center.
Lee is deeply committed to building a base for the LGBTQ Youth of Color movement in NYC and
geeks out on people connecting. Lee was the Organizing Apprentice this year at FIERCE, and headed up
recruitment and outreach to all the fabulous Queer & Trans youth in the city. Lee likes bodies moving,
spending weekends watching conspiracy documentaries, and is a total nerd for HTML graphic computer
geeky stuff.
Young Women’s Empowerment Project, Chicago, IL
Young Women’s Empowerment Project (YWEP) is a member-based social justice organizing project
that is led by and for young people of color who have current or former experience in the sex trade and
street economies. Everybody who is on staff and has decision-making power at YWEP was once a
member here and is between the ages of 12-24 years old. Our mission as the Young Women’s
Empowerment Project is to offer safe, respectful, free-of-judgment spaces for girls and young women in
the sex trade and street economies to recognize their goals, dreams and desires. YWEP is a Chicagobased project that was founded in 2002 by a radical feminist and harm reduction based collective of
women and girls involved in the sex trade and street economy and our allies. We were created by
women and girls who believe that any girl can be empowered and that all girls are priceless, creative,
and smart and can be leaders in their communities.
Dominique McKinney, Co-Director Site
Dominique has been a part of YWEP for the last five and a half years. She is a 24 year old African
American youth from the Ghetto of Chicago. She got involved in YWEP through a workshop done in
her group home when she was 14. For the last two and a half years, Dominique has been the Social
Justice Coordinator and is responsible for much of the leadership development at YWEP. What makes
Dominique so unique is her resilient ways of fighting for justice for youth rights and reproductive rights
for women involved in the sex trade and street economy. Dominique has written YWEP’s political
education curriculum and is now coordinating our first campaign.
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Daphnie Williams, Administrative Coordinator
Daphnie is a 22 year old Mixed race queer woman of color who has been involved in YWEP
since member since 2008.Daphnie began in YWEP as a member when she was 18 years old and then
became and outreach worker and an in intern in 2009. After being hired as salaried staff at the end of
2009, Daphnie’s primary responsibilities are maintaining records, files and communications.
Immigrant Youth Justice League, Chicago, IL
The Immigrant Youth Justice League (IYJL) is a Chicago-based organization led by undocumented
organizers working towards full recognition of the rights and contributions of all immigrants through
education, leadership development, policy advocacy, resource gathering, and mobilization. (For more
background on IYJL's campaigns http://www.iyjl.org/about-2/)
Reyna Wences, Co-Founder
Reyna Wences is an undocumented queer from Mexico City, currently living in Chicago. She arrived to
the United States at the age of 9 in 2000 with her younger brother and mother. At the age of 18 she
became one of the co-founders of the Immigrant Youth Justice League, an undocumented youth-led
organization based in Chicago. Reyna and colleagues inspired by Harvey Milk and the Gay Liberation
movement came out of the shadows as undocumented and unafraid during the first Coming Out of the
Shadows rally in March of 2010. During 2010 Reyna was also involved in civil disobedience actions to
pressure congress on the passage of the DREAM Act, a bill that would benefit a specific group of
undocumented youth. The DREAM Act failed two years ago and since then Reyna has focused on
organizing with IYJL in Chicago and neighboring suburbs.
Amigas Latinas, Chicago
Amigas Latinas Chicago is a support, education and advocacy organization for Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer, and Questioning women & Non-Gender Conforming of Latin@ heritage;
committed to providing a safe space, a sense of community and a voice for LBTQQ Latin@s, working
towards the empowerment and prosperity of its constituients and collaborating with the greater
LGBTQQ community. Amigas Latinas Chicago envisions a world where Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender,
Queer, Questioning and Non-Gender Conforming Latin@s can gather, celebrate and explore their
identities proudly, fiercely and unapologetically.
Rossette, Amigas Latinas Organizer
My name is Rossette, I use she and gender neutral pronouns. I identify as a brown undocumented queer.
I began organizing within the community in May of 2012. I've organized fundraisers for the Dyke March
Chicago Collective (DMC). I became apart of the DMC core in August. In December of 2012 I received
the Amiguitas internship for Amigas Latinas. I'm really new with Amigas :)
Fearless Leading by the Youth, STOP, Chicago
Southside Together Organizing for Power (STOP) is a community organization that builds the power of
residents on the Southside of Chicago to impact the forces and decisions that affect our lives. We fight
for human rights to racial and economic justice through organizing, popular education, and leadership
development amongst people most directly affected by issues like gentrification, displacement,
incarceration and criminalization of youth of color and health cuts.
The Fearless Leading by the Youth Program works to nurture young people’s visions for change
by supporting Fearless Leading by the Youth (FLY). FLY is the youth members plan and carry out their
own campaigns: The Audy Home Campaign and the Trauma Center Campaign.
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Veronica Morris-Moore, Member, FLY
Veronica Morris-Moore, raised on the south side of Chicago, began her journey as an organizer shortly
after graduating high school in 2010. She's been a member of Fearless Leading by the Youth (FLY), a
Woodlawn-based, youth-led organization that is fighting to make the lives of people in their community
better. A fierce leader in the struggle to raise awareness about the lack and necessities of trauma
centers on the south side of the city, Veronica tirelessly supports issues such as restorative justice,
housing rights, school closings and more.
Affinity Community Services, Chicago
Affinity Community Services (Affinity) is a social justice organization that focuses on health and wellness,
leadership development, and community building. Our core constituents are Black lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender women and LGBTQ youth of African descent in the Chicago metropolitan area; however,
much of our work addresses needs and issues related to the broader LGBTQ and Black
communities.Affinity Community Services is a social justice organization that works with and on behalf
of Black LGBTQ communities, queer youth, and allies to identify emergent needs, create safe spaces,
develop leaders, and bridge communities through collective analysis and action for social justice,
freedom, and human rights.Affinity Community Services envisions a society where being your authentic
self is not a liability and differences are fully embraced.
Tony Alvarado-Rivera, Panel Moderator, Chicago
La Tony is a multi-issue community builder working and living within an anti-oppression and harm
reduction framework. Most recently, Alvarado-Rivera completed their tenure at Broadway Youth
Center as the Mentor Program Coordinator. Additional experience includes work with the
groundbreaking About Face Youth Theatre and the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network
(GLSEN) in New York. Tony is currently the Coordinator of Youth Programs at Chicago Freedom
School (www.chicagofreedomschool.org); working with youth of color in the city of Chicago supporting
their leadership development and organizing work.
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